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Emerging industry themes in the Resources, Energy and
Infrastructure space provide ongoing opportunities
Key industry themes

• Global LNG demand is forecast to
more than double by 2030

Oil & Gas

• China and Japan is emerging as the
world‟s major source of demand

• Australia will become the largest
LNG exporter

• Continued demand for coal with
Metals &
Mining

unprecedented urbanisation,
Australia and Indonesia being key
suppliers

• Mining companies managing costs
in lower commodity price
environment

Opportunities

• Rationalisation and „high-grading‟ of
LNG portfolios including M&A and
consolidation expected to increase

• Australian energy companies to

expand beyond Australia into Asia

• Asian investors continue to pursue
Metals & Mining opportunities

• Investors include players from major

Asian countries (China, Korea, Japan)

• Australian utility assets remain
Utilities &
Infrastructure

attractive investments for foreign
investors

• Port privatisations and new port
developments being pursued

• Demand for energy infrastructure

• Global investors continue pursuing

Australian assets and opportunities

• >USD50bn per year of investment
required across Asia

continues to increase in Asia
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The ANZ REI business focuses on 4 key segments
Segment

Oil & Gas

Description

• Oil & Gas development and

production, LNG, refining, and
petrochemicals

• Globally diversified miners, industry
Mining &
Metals

Global
Commodities
Companies

•

leaders, and specialist resource
companies
Primary focus is with producers and
consumers of coal, iron ore, copper,
and gold

• Larger diverse global Commodities
•

companies involved with Oil & Gas
and Mining & Metals activities
Includes Asian strategic investors
and traditional commodity traders

Emphasis on selected
products and geographies

• Transaction Banking: Trade

Finance and Cash Management

• Markets: DCM, FX, Rates, and
Commodities

• Global Loans & Advisory:
Structured Debt and
Financial/M&A Advisory

• Key countries: Australia, China,
• Global, regional, and local
Utilities &
Infrastructure

•

Indonesia, and Singapore

infrastructure and utilities
companies
Focus on ports, power, privatisation,
and PPP
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REI is a growing priority segment, leveraging strong
Australian expertise for our offshore offering
REI Financial
Performance

Relative to
IIB Total

REI Business Mix – 1H14
Revenue by geography

Revenue by sub-sector

10%

Revenue

48%

1H14

Deposits

30%

31%

43%

11%

27%

Europe & America

Mining & Metals

Australia & NZ

Oil & Gas

Asia Pacific

Global Commodities Companies
Utilities & Infrastructure

Mar-14

Loans by geography

Deposits by geography

4%

33%

Lending

33%

25%

63%

Mar-14
Rest of IIB

REI

43%
Europe & America

Australia & NZ

Asia Pacific
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We are leveraging our long history with the Australian
Resources & Infrastructure sector to grow REI globally
ANZ’s rich history with natural resources and infrastructure

 Supported resources and infrastructure clients since 1886, remaining
committed throughout all commodity cycles and changes in the global
industry; initially focused predominantly in Mining & Metals

 Natural resources banker to over 60% of the largest resources
companies on the ASX300

 We have had a lead bank relationship with a number of major
resources and infrastructure companies for over 50 years
(BHP: ~140 years, Shell: ~120 years, AGL: ~50 years)

 Built deep LNG expertise in Australia over the last decade, having
been involved in every Australian project over the last 8 years

 ANZ has been a key player in the financing of a number of National
infrastructure projects
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ANZ is differentiating itself with a whole of client
approach through insights and home market expertise
Nature of our
clients

ANZ’s proposition

How we will win

Geographic
breadth in
operations

Leading with our deep
experience and expertise in
Natural Resources in the
Australian market

• Leveraging our resources expertise
to differentiate from global and
regional peers
• Continuing to enhance our crossborder product capabilities to
differentiate with domestic peers

Requiring
cross-border
complex
banking
solutions

“Global Hybrid Bankers”
offering strategic dialogue to
clients; translating into
insights and tailored
solutions

• Established cross-border product
suite capability for our bankers to
structure for clients
 Debt Capital Market
 Commodities team

Operating in a
challenging
and
competitive
environment

Deep understanding of
associated risks to deliver
complex solutions which are
appropriately structured
and priced

 Structured Trade Finance
 Regional Cash Management
platform
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We are building a core client and global flow
proposition focusing on key market corridors
REI is focused on a small number of complex multi national clients, the right
balance of Industry specialisation, and regional & local teams

Type of
client

Global Clients

Regional Clients

Local Clients

Specialist relationship
teams providing
international
connectivity

Industry specialists
with regional experts
provide deeper
insights

Local relationships will
use industry specialists
as needed

• Flow products focus
• Value added solutions
important
• Strategic Balance
Sheet Use

• Value added solutions
focus
• Grow Flow products
• Strategic Balance
Sheet Use

• Value added solutions
and Flow products focus
• Strategic Balance Sheet
Use

• Australia

Key
market
corridors

Asia, Europe, &
Americas to Australia

• Australia to and from
North Asia

• Intra Asia

• China
• Singapore
• Indonesia
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We will continue to deepen our established
relationships with less capital intensive products
Our value added solutions will focus on flow
business and value added solutions…

…with deeper focus on key
offerings

REI Revenue Mix

Flow business (Markets)

2%

3%
19%

24%
1H14

20%

21%

•

Foreign Exchange

•

Commodities

•

Rates

•

Debt Capital Markets

Our Aim

Structured & Strategic
55%

56%

Strategic advisory

Flow business

Value added solutions

Vanilla lending

•

Structured Trade &
Export finance

•

Project finance

•

Asset finance

•

Advisory & Finance
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Good progress to date with our strategic evolution by
leveraging our home market strengths to build offshore
Stage I (2008-11):
Initiating our “SuperRegional” approach

Our clients
are:
• Leading European and US-

based Oil & Gas, Commodities
companies

• Large operations across

multiple countries, particularly
across Asia Pacific

ANZ was:
• Deep sector expertise

historically in resources sector
in Australia, but with limited
geographic reach

• Limited cross-border insights
• Leveraging home market

expertise to expand offshore
capability

Stage II (2012-13):
Executing to “SuperRegional” approach

Our clients are
looking for:
• Deep understanding of their

Stage III (2014+):
Success stories

Becoming one of the
primary banks
Structuring complex crossborder solutions

business given the challenging
and competitive environment

• Complex cross-border solutions

that are tailored to client‟s needs

What ANZ is now:
• Geographic reach in key centres

(Australia, HK, Singapore,
Europe, US, China, Indonesia)

• Leveraging our history and

strong anchor market to provide
industry expertise and insights
into Australian market

• Translating these insights to

offer complex tailored solutions
to multi-geographic clients

USD 20,000,000,000

AUD 500,000,000

Inpex

Puma Energy

SENIOR DEBT PROJECT
FINANCING
MANDATED LEAD ARRANGER &
BOOKRUNNER, SUB-FACILITY
AGENT,
UPSTREAM ACCOUNT BANK

ACQUISITION & TRADE
FINANCE
SOLE BRIDGE UNDERWRITER,
JOINT MANDATED LEAD
ARRANGER, UNDERWRITER &
BOOKRUNNER

DECEMBER 2012

FEBRUARY 2013

USD 1,150,000,000
Formosa Plastics Group

ADVISORY & FINANCING FOR
JOINT VENTURE AGREEMENT
FOR MINING INVESTMENT IN
AUSTRALIA
FINANCIAL ADVISOR, BRIDGE
FINANCING PROVIDER & TERM
FINANCING UNDERWRITER

AUGUST 2013
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Clear opportunities to support the IIB priorities in the
medium term
IIB STRATEGIC
PRIORITIES
Connecting more
Customers by
Providing
Seamless Value

Delivering Leading
Products through
Insights

KEY AREAS OF FOCUS
• Drive deeper multi-geographic sector coverage expertise in the
four priority sub-segments to multi-national clients, leveraging
our expertise as the leading resources bank in Australia
• Target Global and Regional clients aligned to key corridors
where ANZ has strong coverage (e.g. EMEAI-Australia & Asia,
China-Australia, Australia-North Asia, Asia-Asia)
• Deeper cross-border product penetration across key markets
where ANZ has established strong capabilities (e.g. Australia,
China, Singapore, Hong Kong, Indonesia)
• Further enhance product expertise to meet the needs of Global
Banking clients

Intensifying Balance
Sheet Discipline

• Focus on strategic dialogue with clients to drive greater crosssell with less capital intensive complex strategic solutions, and
de-emphasise the reliance on balance sheet lending

Scaling & Optimising
Infrastructure

• Integrate Natural Resources and Utilities & Infrastructure
expertise to drive economies of scale to capture banking
opportunities across the entire industry value chain
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APPENDIX

Client feedback with our strategy
Client Testimonials

Oil & Gas

“Over the past 24 months, we have noticed a positive change in working more
closely with ANZ‟s global Natural Resources team, and have appreciated the team‟s
co-ordination, commitment, and responsiveness to our banking and finance needs.
We will continue to seek ANZ‟s industry specialist advice and financing support as
one of our close international banking partners.”

Mining &
Metals

“Since ANZ implemented an industry focus, the relationship with ANZ has
unequivocally changed from mediocre to being a top relationship bank. Today, the
regional industry mining expertise, coupled with a strong local coverage capability
makes ANZ the leader in coverage of this industry in the region. This can only be
achieved with the strong leadership from Singapore, as well as the senior level
access from key ANZ members in Melbourne.”

Global
Commodities
Companies

“We like ANZ particularly because they have a speciality in serving commodity and
metals companies. They…offer fast execution, and are able to provide a full suite
of services, including consulting.”

Utilities &
Infrastructure

“ANZ regularly engages with us in strategic discussions, demonstrating a depth of
market and industry insights. This has resulted in more informed and dynamic
discussions well beyond day-to-day transactional requirements. ANZ‟s industry
expertise and regional strengths, are why we have entrusted them to lead arrange
select core funding facilities and acquisitions in Asia Pacific.”
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The material in this presentation is general background information about the Bank‟s activities
current at the date of the presentation. It is information given in summary form and does not
purport to be complete. It is not intended to be relied upon as advice to investors or potential
investors and does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or needs of
any particular investor. These should be considered, with or without professional advice when
deciding if an investment is appropriate
This presentation may contain forward-looking statements including statements regarding our
intent, belief or current expectations with respect to ANZ‟s business and operations, market
conditions, results of operations and financial condition, capital adequacy, specific provisions and
risk management practices. When used in this presentation, the words “estimate”, “project”,
“intend”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “expect”, “should” and similar expressions, as they relate to ANZ
and its management, are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Readers are cautioned
not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date
hereof. Such statements constitute “forward-looking statements” for the purposes of the United
States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. ANZ does not undertake any obligation to
publicly release the result of any revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events or
circumstances after the date hereof to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.
For further information visit

www.anz.com
or contact
Jill Craig
Group General Manager Investor Relations

ph: (613) 8654 7749 fax: (613) 8654 9977

e-mail: jill.craig@anz.com

